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1 INTRODUCTION 

Brisbane Airport Corporation (BAC) welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on the 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) proposed changes to the guideline for 

quality of services monitoring (QSM) that will apply to Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney 

airports. 

We look forward to working together with the ACCC and other monitored airports to develop a 

future Airport QSM framework and regime that meets the needs of government, passengers and 

industry.  

2 BAC’S Submission to the ACCC in December 2012  

BAC provided a submission to the ACCC with comments on the discussion paper for review of the 

QSM framework.  

In its submission BAC stated that it believes that the provision of good facilities and services to the 

customers of Brisbane Airport is a core responsibility of managing and developing the airport. 

BAC has therefore developed and implemented a programme of regular research into service 

standards and facilities with a view to achieving continual improvement for the benefit of all 

passengers and other stakeholders. 

BAC’s extensive research programme canvasses the views of passengers, airlines, relevant 

government and border agencies, tenants including ground transport operators and ground 

handling agencies, the community and BAC’s own staff.  

In addition to the annual QSM survey, BAC’s research programme includes the following: 

 Airport Council International (ACI’s) Airport Service Quality (ASQ) quarterly survey;  

 Annual Customer Service Survey by tenants including airlines government agencies, 

landside transport operators, ground handling companies, retailers and commercial 

tenants; and 

 Several ad-hoc surveys conducted with passengers, users of the terminals, the community 

and visitors to the Brisbane Airport website (www.brisbaneairport.com.au). 

BAC believes that this extensive survey programme provides a solid framework to monitor 

feedback from our key stakeholders.  

BAC believes that its vision, extensive research programme and internal processes implemented 

to achieve continual improvement clearly demonstrates its commitment to providing world-class 

facilities and services to passengers and users of airport facilities.  

BAC considers that the monitoring and management of service standards is common business 

practise for all major airports and as such a regulatory framework implemented by the government 

is no longer required. 
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3 Proposed changes  

The ACCC is proposing some changes to the current approach and coverage of the Quality of 

Service Monitoring program. In summary, the ACCC is proposing to commence annual 

consultation with landside operators and ground handling service providers, but proposes that 

border agencies surveys be discontinued as they provide limited insight into the airport operators’ 

conduct in relation to market power concerns.  

In addition to these more substantive changes the ACCC proposes to make a number of minor 

amendments to its approach in monitoring and evaluating particular services and facilities at these 

airports.  

BAC has included its comments on the proposed changes below. 

 

3.1  Landside operators 

BAC believes that including landside operators in the QSM regime is not appropriate as it believes 

that some operators will use the QSM survey to address commercial issues by under-reporting on 

quality outcomes at the airports. 

Although BAC has good relationships with most of the operators, the relationship between 

Brisbane Airport and the landside operators can be complex and of conflicting interests. Brisbane 

Airport’s aim is to manage traffic and congestion issues; and where needed address issues 

resulting from the limited capacity of terminal face roads. On the other hand, landside operators 

would like to have unlimited access and availability of the sometimes limited capacity. 

BAC believes that due to conflicting interests some landside transport operators will not provide 

independent responses to the QSM survey. 

BAC also believes that its Annual Customer Service Survey and its extensive meeting structure 

with landside transport operators are sufficient to address any potential quality issues. BAC’s 

Annual Customer Service Survey aims to give tenants, including landside transport operators the 

opportunity to provide feedback about a range of topics, including the airport’s facilities and 

services. 

Finally, BAC also believes it would be difficult to select a good and fair representative sample out 

of its landside transport user’s pool. At the moment, BAC has around 600 different landside 

transport operators. It would be difficult to include all 600 users and BAC is concerned with how the 

ACCC can ensure it selects a good, fair and representative sample out of all the operators.  

BAC does not support inclusion of landside transport operators in the new QSM regime. 

3.2  Ground handling agencies 

BAC believes that including ground handling operators is not necessary as it believes that BAC’s 

Annual Service Customer Survey is sufficient to address any potential quality issues. BAC’s 

Annual Customer Service Survey aims to give tenants, including ground handling agencies the 

opportunity to provide feedback about a range of topics, including the airport’s facilities and 

services. 
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Moreover, BAC believes that as handlers operate on behalf of airlines, airlines will be able to 

provide feedback about any potential issues on the availability and standard of services and 

facilities provided by airports. 

BAC has a particular concern about handlers rating whether the airport operator is undertaking 

adequate investment as handling agencies have no visibility of negotiation and consultation 

process between airports and airlines regarding the level and timing of capital investment.  

Note that BAC has good relationships with the handling agencies and believes that including the 

agencies in the QSM survey would not add any value. 

BAC does not recommend inclusion of landside transport operators in the new QSM regime. 

3.3  Border agencies 

BAC supports the ACCC’s decision to cease conducting the border agencies surveys. 

3.4  Minor amendments 

BAC has included its comments on the proposed minor changes to the coverage and type of 

information collected and use in the ACCC’s QSM program in Appendix A. 

4 CONCLUSION 

BAC considers that the monitoring and management of service standards is common business 

practise for all major airports and as such a regulatory framework implemented by the government 

is no longer required. 

However, if the ACCC decides to continue the QSM regime, BAC supports the proposed change to 

exclude border agencies; but does not support inclusion of landside transport operators and 

ground handling agencies. Appendix A details BAC’s view on the minor changes. 

*               *              *  
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APPENDIX A. COMMENTS ON MINOR CHANGES 

1. Number of passengers during peak hour 

BAC supports the ACCC’s intention to request for additional total peak hour information. 

 

2. Baggage trolleys 

BAC believes this aspect should be excluded due to the drop of passengers using baggage 

trolleys, particularly in the Domestic Terminal. 

 

3. Check-in services and facilities 

BAC supports the amendment of removing the objective indicator of % of hours with more than 

80% of check-in desks in use by objective indicators. 

 

4. Security inspection 

BAC supports the ACCC’s position that additional reporting is not justified. 

 

5. Outbound baggage system and baggage make-up, handling and reclaim services, and 

facilities. 

BAC supports the ACCC to discontinue seeking information from passengers regarding reclaim 

waiting times and to include information about the size of the reclaim area. BAC suggests that 

clear guidelines are needed to measure the reclaim area to ensure airports are applying the 

same principles to measure areas. 

 

BAC strongly opposes Qantas’ suggestion to include data about the average in-system and 

longest in-system time as the airport operator has very little control over this measure. 

 

6. Facilities to enable processing passengers through customs, immigration and 

quarantine 

The ACCC proposes to cease the collection of information relating to this aspect and to remove 

the criteria from the QSM program. BAC supports this as airport operators have limited ability 

to influence outcomes. 

 

7. Flight information, general signage and public address systems 

The ACCC proposes to continue reporting on the existing measures. 

BAC has no additional comments. 

 

8. Public area in terminals and public amenities (washrooms and garbage bins, lifts, 

escalators and moving walkways) 

The ACCC proposes to continue to seek information and report on the public areas in terminals 

and public amenities. 

BAC has no additional comments. 

 

9. Gate lounges and seating other than in gate lounges 

The ACCC proposes to continue to use objective measures. 

BAC has no additional comments. 
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10. Ground handling services and facilities 

The ACCC is proposing to continue to survey airlines on ground handling services provided by 

the airport operator. The ACCC is also proposing to undertake consultation with ground 

handling agencies. 

As discussed in section 3.1, BAC does not support including ground handling agencies in the 

QSM approach. 

 

11. Aerobridge usage 

The ACCC will continue to use existing objective measures. The ACCC suggests to include a 

new objective measure on the ‘percentage of aircraft that received the use of an aerobridge 

when requested‘.  

BAC doesn’t support inclusion of this measure as we simply do not capture information about 

airlines’ requests. We only capture information about actual usage of gates and aerobridges.  

BAC would simply not be able to provide information about this measure. 

 

12. Runways, taxiways and aprons 

The ACCC recommends requiring airports collect data on the square metres of aprons 

available and length and width of runways. 

BAC can provide information about runway, taxiway and apron area but believes that 

benchmarking areas is difficult due to the significant influence of local circumstances such as, 

airside lay-out and differences in airline operators. 

 

13. Aircraft parking facilities and bays 

The ACCC will continue to seek input from airlines about aircraft parking facilities and bays. 

The ACCC further recommends requiring airports collect data about size of aircraft bays. BAC 

is wondering how this information would assist judging BAC’s apron quality as bay size is 

based on aircraft size so airports with a relatively larger fleet will have relatively larger bays 

than airports with smaller fleet. We believe that benchmarking on bay size is difficult and 

irrelevant. 

 

14. Airside freight handling, storage area and cargo facilities 

The ACCC proposed no changes to this part of the QSM survey. 

BAC has no additional comments. 

 

15. Airport management responsiveness 

The ACCC proposes no changes except the exclusion of the border agencies from the 

surveys. 

 

16. Airport access facilities (taxi facilities, kerbside space for pick-up and drop-off) 

The ACCC proposes that airports report on the capacity and availability of public pick-up and 

drop-off facilities, the maximum number of cars that can pass through these facilities at any 

one time or the length of the kerb in metres. 

BAC can provide information about its access facilities but believes that benchmarking these 

criteria is difficult due to the significant influence of local conditions such as existing terminal 

buildings and road infrastructure.  
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17. Car parking services facilities 

The ACCC will continue to seek input from airport users on airport car parking services.  

BAC has no additional comments. 

 

18. Airservices Australia data 

The ACCC proposes to discontinue publication on this measure in its current format. 

BAC supports this approach. 

 

19. Other issues 

The ACCC proposes to extend the reporting to 90 days after the end of the financial year. 

BAC supports this approach. 

*               *              * 


